From the President's Desk
Dear All

T

hank you for providing me the honour of being the 21st President of SIEMA. I am fortunate to be elected
and given the privilege of leading SIEMA. Our Past Presidents and office bearers with singleness of
purpose have made SIEMA the main association of Pump Manufacturers’.
Honourable Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu Thiru Edappadi K Palanisamy, Honourable Minister for Local
Administration Thiru S P Velumani, Honourable Minister of Industries M C Sampath assured of their support
when I called on them. Former Governor of Megalaya Thiru V Shanmuganathan enquired with interest the
activities of SIEMA and wished us the best. Coimbatore Member of Parliament Thiru P R Natarajan assured
that he will support us in all matters in particular with the central government departments. Coimbatore
District Collect Thiru K Rajamani IAS, Coimbatore Municipal Corporation Commissioner P Kumaravel
Pandian assured of their co operation. Mr Rajiv Sodhi IRS, Principal Commissioner of GST and central excise
informed that department will extend all support for our members. I thank all of them for extending their
time and patient listening.
This SIEMA magazine in print for the past two decades has been communicating the developments in the
industry, technical updates and other relevant subjects benefitting both professional and self-development.
We acknowledge the contributions by few of our members, technical committee members and well-wishers
in making this magazine an interesting one.
SIEMA is regarded as the most active industrial association in technical areas. The concept of technical
committee conceptualised and implemented two decades back at SIEMA, is now promoted as technical cells
in industrial associations by Bureau of Indian Standards. Members of competing industries coming together
and discussing the technical characteristics of the products manufactured by them was way ahead of time.
Co-operative competition as being called now with the term ‘coopetition’, is being practised by us for long. I
salute the foresightedness of the two generation of business leaders in making us a proud member of SIEMA.
The theme for this edition is Innovation in line with our focus on technology. Launched in 1876, the
telephone is best example for innovation. The days of trunk calls, neighbours’ telephone, public phones,
STD calls seem to ages ago now. The advent of Mobile phone technology at the lowest cost has vanished the
telephone.
Innovation is related research & development but not the same. R&D is more about technology and
that the efforts around R&D tend to be more internally focused whereas innovation is more about bringing
products to market faster at an acceptable cost by improving the processes and business models. R&D is
periodic where as Innovation is continual. Innovation in all activities of our operations is essential for growth.
The first pump and motor made in Coimbatore in 1930’s could have been completed after years of R&D,
the introduction of a completely new product like monobloc pumpset, submersible pumpset, openwell
pumpset are periodic whereas the varieties in it constituting the many models are continual development
and are termed as innovation.
“WHAT IS NOW PROVED WAS ONLY IMAGINED”

The Handbook pump efficiency which was considered as imaginary not long back is now being breached.
Pump manufacturers should raise up to the need and continually innovate to attain higher efficiency levels.
SIEMA will continue to march ahead and script more annals of glory for our Industries. Looking forward for
your active participation and support in enrolment of new members.
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With regards,

K.V. Karthik
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Create
Innovation
"Those who cannot change their minds cannot change anything."
– George Bernard Shaw

nnovation is among the top five strategic
challenges for almost all organizations, and is all
about generating great new ideas. But great ideas
alone are not just enough. Someone must have
the will to get over the obstacles that innovations
inevitably confront and that is where the leadership
comes into picture. Leaders are responsible for
the performance outcomes of their organizations.
Innovation requires a leadership of passionate
explorers who are in pursuit of endless possibilities.
These kind of leaders are courageous enough to take
that leap of faith and follow it through all the way.
Best innovators will have abundant information
about products, services, customers, competitors,
market conditions and internal capabilities of
their own organization. Effective innovation
requires intelligence to make smart choices that
take into account each of these areas. Innovation
is a question of mindset, and creating that mindset
precedes everything else. A cultural transformation
of the workplace environment has to happen for
continuous improvements, and innovation of the
products as well as services. Leaders must foster
a commitment from the employees for a cultural
shift towards innovation mindset where each
employee learns to apply the differences that exist
in one another for their own success and that of the
organization. Business intelligence is the data that
supports your ability to make strategic decisions
on how to take innovative ideas forward for the
growth of the organization. When people and their
different points of view and experiences converge,
they create the types of innovations that individuals
could not have done or found alone.

Create an innovation
mindset
Employees
should
be
motivated on a continuous
basis through innovation
engagement activities that,
included: idea submission,
idea
screening,
ranking,
Dr. B. Vinod
Head, Robotics &
review and advancement
Automation Engineering
workflow
activity.
This
PSG
College of Technology
process
ensures
that
employees are not only
submitting ideas, but also identifying the best ideas
and actively moving them down the innovation
pipeline. Some important aspects of creating an
innovation mindset among the employees are as
follows.

Be open to change
If you do not create change, change will create
you. To be open to change means to admit and
embrace the notion that the world is in constant
transformation and all areas of society are challenged
by this change. It also means to be aware of where
this transforming world is heading and to curiously
keep track of change and new phenomena. George
Bernard Shaw once said: "Those who cannot change
their minds cannot change anything." If there is any
truly effective preparation for change, it begins with
our mind. The most impressive surfers of change
are people that would be described as continuous
learners, who are not only actively looking for new
information but even more willing to challenge

The greatest danger for most of us is not that our aim is too high and we miss it,
but that it is too low and we reach it.
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their previous belief systems. Finally, it also means
that you have to constantly keep analyzing what
the transformation means and what the possible
consequences of the transformation will be for
your business. Accepting the fact that technological
transformation is about to impact your business is
usually very hard for established organizations.

Embrace creativity
The other aspect of an innovative mindset is to truly
embrace creativity for solving real life problems
rather than following the traditional scientific
methods. Creative culture is a powerful force that
has a tremendous impact on the way teams work
and collaborate with one another. If the organization
cultivates a healthy culture, we can notice almost
immediate results on the team’s dynamics,
collaborations, and higher quality outcomes.

Think big

October 2020

Innovation requires an ability and the courage to
think bigger and beyond the current norms and
truths in the market. Innovation is about stretching
one’s thoughts out of everyday ordinary thinking
and analysis. Thinking big and innovation is a
combination of analytical skills, entrepreneurial
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spirit and the ability to dream big. Few individuals
are blessed with all these capabilities, but a group
of people and certainly organizations are well
equipped to accommodate these capabilities inside
an organization.

Show courage
Innovation doesn’t happen unless organizations
and the innovators within them have the courage to
constantly rethink how things can be done. Courage
and determination are necessary to push innovation
forward and to create an innovative climate in
organizations.

Think and act fast
Innovation within an organization must be a fastmoving process to keep up with the change going
on outside of the organization. An organization
with the desire to be innovative must think fast
and apply a fast-paced innovation process with an
efficient go-to-market roadmap.
To sum up, we need to be open to change, have
a bias towards creativity, an ability to think big,
unrelenting courage to challenge the norm, and be
characterized by speed of thought and action.

Technological Innovations of 2020
What are presently the hottest technological innovations?

s it turns out, some of them will be quite
obvious, while others may surprise you. Here,
we have assembled some of the highly effective and
potentially revolutionary tech innovations currently
being researched or developed in the following
article.
What are the most innovative technologies
coming our way?
Here are some of the up-and-coming newest
technologies for 2020 and beyond. This is far from
exhaustive and is not in any specific order.

useful, fully-functioning quantum computer
(additionally called supercomputer) is on.
As opposed to on-premise machines, quantum
PCs will most likely soon be a cloud service with
its incredible computational power. IBM now offers
Cloud-based quantum computing services. The
ability to achieve supercomputer supremacy will
intensify in 2020. As a result, for apparent reasons,
the last mile of the race will remain shrouded for
the most part.

1. Machine Learning will Shape AI
Machine learning and AI (artificial intelligence)
will be introduced into the business platform in
2020 to create and empower professional business
operations. China will leave the US behind in the
Artificial Intelligence space, rising as an innovator
in AI advances and applications. Advances in
innovation and algorithm training for Machine
Learning will result in new and further developed
AI. The two projects that will see the most rapid
improvements during 2019 are autonomous vehicles
and robotics technology.

With smart tech, more and more of our lives
are getting to be incorporated. Our homes are
no exception. Demand forever brighter home
appliances and home entertainment systems are
changing the way we interact. Whether good or bad,
today is nothing more than a glimpse of something
larger.
Current patterns seem to show a more apparent
demand for more control over how we are engaged
in technology at home. One area that might be
something to look at is something that many call
flexible viewing surfaces.

2. The Internet’s Growth

6. Digital Twins

The urge for faster and faster internet connection
is genuinely pushing the innovation forward.
Organizations and individual users are always
asking for ever-faster reaction times, and the
industry is responding.
It should be transformative for some parts
of our lives, with breakneck internet speeds
practically around the corner. It will build employee
productivity and provide reliable communication
tools to organizations that rely on remote workers
if it is accomplished. This is the place 5G can most
likely change the world just as much as our “normal”
internet was completed some years ago.

The concept of building digital twins to empower
us to benefit from simulations has taken hold in the
industry, and it holds much value in agriculture as
well.
Exact innovation sensors and data collection
allow point-by-point and close reality simulations
to be developed progressively and carefully,
try different things with new food production
strategies and increase efficiency and harvest yields.
Meanwhile, it is possible to observe and minimize
the ecological effect of cultivation by enabling us to
achieve a superior comprehension of the connections
between farming and natural habitat.

3. Quantum Computing

7. New Nuclear Power

Quantum Computing, still a growing innovation,
is one of the most intriguing things that analysts,
businesses, and governments have started working
on this century. The race toward the first entirely

New nuclear plans that picked up momentum in the
preceding year promise to make this power source
safer and less expensive. Age IV fission reactors
are advancement of conventional methods; small

5. Smart Homes

Life's like a movie; write your own ending, keep believing, keep pretending
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modular reactors; and fusion reactors, an innovation
that has seemed to be merely distant without
ceasing. For example, age IV fission plans engineers,
Canada’s Terrestrial Energy and Washington-based
TerraPower, have entered into R&D partnerships
with utilities, aiming for grid supply (hopefully
somewhat) 2021.

8. Dextrous Robots
Industrial robots are still clumsy and rigid for
all the discussion about machines taking jobs. A
robot can get a segment with incredible accuracy
over and over again on a mechanical production
system. While never getting exhausted, move the
product half an inch or supplant it with something
marginally unique, and the machine will fumble or
paw at thin air.
In any case, while a robot cannot yet be
customized to make sense of how to get a grip on
any product just by seeing it, as people do, it would
now be able to figure out by virtual experimentation
how to control the work alone.

9. Blockchain Technology
Blockchain turns out to be a cryptocurrency
transaction in 2019 and becomes a necessary part
of the company platform. Blockchain empowers
transparency based on value over a variety of
business roles. Blockchain will be available at the core
of business advancement in numerous companies in
2019. For example, to make digital transactions, you
can use bitcoin, a virtual currency, and blockchain
technology in bitcoin trading. Software applications
such as the Bitcoin Revolution help you effectively
trade Bitcoins.

10. Custom Cancer Vaccines
Personalized medicines and vaccines could be
practically around the corner because of scientific
advances such as the Human Genome Project. One
intriguing application for this is the probability that
custom cancer vaccines will be created.
This may sound somewhat odd, but it is believed
that medical experts can train the immune system
to distinguish and destroy cancerous growth cells
before longspun. This could make cancerous growth
a relic of past times whenever it is accomplished.

October 2020
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µõn Põ»zvÀ J¸|õÒ xºÁõ\ •ÛÁº uß
Põø» ÷ÁøÍ AÝèhõÚ[PøÍ •izx,
]ÁøÚ v¯õÛzx ö|ØÔ°À v¸}Ö Ao¢x ¤z¸
÷»õP® ¦Ó¨£mhõº. xºÁõ\º öŒÀ¾® ÁÈ°À ö£›¯
QnÖ JßÖ öuß£mhx. CÆÁÍÄ ö£›¯ QnøÓ
|õ® £õºzu÷u CÀø»÷¯ GßQÓ ]¢uøÚ²hß
AuÝÒ J¸ Pn® PsPøÍa _¸UQ Gmi¨ £õºzx
Âmk, «sk® |hUP Bµ®¤zuõº. A¢u¨ ö£›¯
QnØÔÝÒ §÷»õPzvÀ £õÁ® öŒ#u £»¸® A[÷P
Áøu £mkU öPõsi¸¢uõºPÒ. öŒõÀ» •i¯õu
x¯µzøu AÝ£ÂzxU öPõsi¸¢uõºPÒ.
xºÁõ\ •ÛÁº SÛ¢x A[÷P £õºzxÂmk
|Pº¢u ©ÖPn÷© vjöµßÖ A[÷P {ø»ø©
uø»RÇõP ©õÔ¯x. A¢u |µPzvÀ Av\¯® |h¢ux.
w
£õ®¦PÐ® ÷uÒPÐ® ©»º ©õø»PÒ B°Ú.
w
Aª» ©øÇ¯õÚx BÚ¢u® u¸® {á ©øÇ
BÚx.
w
_möh›US®
w,
Cu©õÚ
öußÓ»õP
A[SÒ÷Íõøµ Á¸i¯x.
w
|µP® •ÊUP _P¢u |Ö©n® Ã]¯x.
w
A[÷P C¸¢u £õÁ Bz©õUPÒ AøÚÁ¸®
BÚ¢u® öPõshÚº.
w
•PzvÀ ¤µPõ\® Ã]¯x.
C¢u |µPzøuU PõÁÀ PõzxU öPõsi¸¢u
Q[PµºPÒ £¯¢x÷£õ# G©Ûh® KiÚõºPÒ. Avº¢x
÷£õÚ G©Ý® Á¢x £õºzx Av\° zuõß AÀ»À
£h ÷Ási¯ÁºPÒ BÚ¢u©õPz v›QÓõº÷Í?
GßÖ £uØÓzxhß C¢vµÛh® KiÚõß. Á¢x
£õºzu C¢vµÝUS® ¦›¯ÂÀø». ÷uÁõv ÷uÁºPÒ
GÁ¸US® CuØPõÚ Põµn® ¦›¯ÂÀø». GÚ÷Á,
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w¸}ØÔß ©îø©
GÀ÷»õ¸® ÷Œº¢x öPõsk \º÷ÁìÁµÛh®
÷£õÚõºPÒ. ]›zuõº D\ß. uß ö|ØÔø¯U Põmi,
C¢uz v¸}ØøÓ APõµ, EPõµ, ©Põµ (÷©õvµ ÂµÀ,
|kÂµÀ, BmPõmi ÂµÀ) ÂµÀPÍõÀ Gkzx ö|ØÔ
{øÓ¯ v›¦µshµ ©õP÷Á (‰ßÖ ÷PõkPÍõP)
Ao¯ ÷Ásk®.
Cxuõß •øÓ.
w
APõµ® Gß£x ¤µ®©øÚ²®,
w
EPõµ® ÂèqøÁ²®,
w
©Põµ® GßøÚ²® SÔUQßÓÚ.
GÚ÷Á Œõìvµ ö|Ô¨£i v¸}Ö Ao¢u
uÁ^»µõÚ xºÁõ\º ¤z¸ ÷»õPU QnØøÓU SÛ¢x
£õºUS®÷£õx AÁµx ö|ØÔ°À C¸¢x J¸ ]Ö
xÎ v¸}Ö EÒ÷Í ÂÊ¢x Âmhx. AuÚõÀuõß,
öŒõºUP©õP ©õÔ¨ ÷£õÚx GßÓõµõ® \º÷ÁìÁµß.
£õºzwºPÍõ v¸}ØÔß ©Qø©ø¯...!
J¸ ]ÔuÍÄ v¸}Ö, £õÁ® öŒ#uÁºPÒ «x
£mhuõÀ ¦so¯® öŒ#uÁºPÒ BQ¨ ÷£õÚõºPÒ.
BP÷Á |õÐ® §_÷Áõ® v¸}Ö.
There is no security in this life. There is only opportunity.

7 Ways
Teams can
Problem Solve
Better Than
Individuals
Here are seven ways to get the most from your teams

1. Create a dedicated space for team

One of the core benefits of teamwork is the diversity

collaboration
Every team needs a space in which to work and
record ideas. A collaborative platform with a
user-friendly visual layout
makes coming together as
a group far easier and more
convenient than crowding
into a stuffy meeting room.

2. Be open to different viewpoints
of perspectives brought to the proverbial table.
Working solo restricts you to one single view:

A mix of viewpoints built from
different life experiences, educational
backgrounds and training can help
you solve problems sooner.

Another key benefit of

your own. This isn’t much of
an issue if you’re an expert in
the matter at hand, but what
if you’re not?
A mix of viewpoints
built

from

different

life

an online collaborative tool is flexibility: teams can

experiences, educational backgrounds and training

work together, share ideas and review progress

can help you solve problems sooner. Thinking

without being in the same room. This allows you to

outside the box becomes much easier when you

collaborate on solving problems faster, at any time,

aren’t looking at it from just one angle.

any place — rather than needing to check diaries
But make sure you choose a platform that’s

3. Break the problem down into
digestible portions

flexible enough for the needs of your team; some

A major advantage of collaborating with colleagues

team members work best with a visualization board,

is sharing the burden of problem-solving.
Think about different elements of the challenge
and split them between the team: this makes

some are more calendar-based, and others prefer
lists with dependencies and sub-tasks.

Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice. It is not a thing to be waited for, it is a
thing to be achieved.
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identifying a solution far less intimidating overall
and encourages you all to consider smaller fixes
rather than striving for one, all-encompassing
option. You can then come together and see how the
sub-solutions combine to achieve your goal.
If one or more people struggle with their part
of the process, they may be able to switch or help
someone else with theirs instead. This is far more
effective and efficient than an individual trying to
make sense of a situation by themselves.

4. Build on each other’s ideas
Everyone in a team should have a valuable
contribution to make, no matter how big or small it
is. Even the tiniest morsel of an idea can inspire your
colleagues and spark an illuminating discussion,
setting off a chain reaction that leads your group to
your goal.
It’s vital, though, to explore each suggestion
as it arises — dismissing ideas too soon increases
the likelihood of missing potential solutions. Teammembers should respect their colleagues’ efforts
and perspectives, rather than shooting them down
if they don’t immediately seem worth looking into.

5. Share encouragement and support
It’s easy to become frustrated at your own lack of
progress and encounter blocks in your creativity
when working alone. Once you start thinking “I can’t
do this,” you may find yourself unable to actually
follow ideas far enough to find your solution.
With a team, though, you can all encourage and
support each other to maintain morale. Congratulate
someone when they make a valuable contribution
and encourage others to share ideas, no matter how
much they doubt them.

October 2020

6. Foster peer-to-peer development and
growth
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Working as a team can help colleagues educate each
other and promote growth, whether this is through
inspiring confidence, teaching them how to perform
a specific task or just changing their perspective on
something.
SIEMA Magazine

Over time, collaboration may make your
workforce stronger and boost employees’ individual
performance. The lessons they learn and self-esteem
boosts they gain through working with others can
help them take the initiative more easily too.
As a result, they will be more likely to solve
problems and achieve goals faster in the future.

7. Help overcome personality conflicts
and divergent viewpoints
Earlier, we mentioned how one of the best things
about working together as a team is the different
perspectives.
But, sadly, this can also lead to one of the most
difficult aspects of teamwork too: disagreements
and conflict.
These may occur without warning, over even
the most trivial matters. But when you put a number
of people together in a room, perhaps if they haven’t
met before, it’s unlikely everyone will form an
instant bond. In fact, employees spend a staggering
2.8 hours each week dealing with conflict.
Learning to overcome internal difficulties and
collaborate in spite of differences is crucial. It may
help make individuals easier to work with and
more open to people they usually view as different
to themselves (whether that’s due to their position
within the company, their background, their
education, etc.).
Working as a team can be a challenge, but as
research shows, an effective group has a far better
chance of hitting targets than solo workers.
Follow the tips explored above to enhance
collaboration within your business, helping
employees unlock their potential and form
tighter connections to their colleagues.
Over time, you may see wide-ranging
improvements across your entire workforce,
leading to better problem-solving and a more
collaborative company culture.

It's never too late to be what you might have been

The Science Behind It
Coating Technology for
Pump Energy Savings

he purpose of water treatment is to purify
drinking water to meet government regulations
for quality and produce wastewater effluent that
has a reduced impact on the environment. Water
and wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) employ
various stages to accelerate the natural processes
that purify water and wastes. Whatever methods,
equipment, or technologies are used, pumps are an
essential component for moving raw water, waste
water, sludge, and effluent within different processes.
With high global demands for energy, the industry
is looking for pumping systems that maximize
efficiency, reliability, and cost-effectiveness.
Reductions in pump efficiency can be caused
by mechanical, volumetric, and hydraulic losses.
Mechanical loss is related to moving components of
a pump, such as bearings and glands. Volumetric
loss refers to leakage of fluid from the discharge
side of the pump to the suction side. Hydraulic
loss is caused by the frictional forces created
between the fluid and the walls of the hydraulic
passage, acceleration, and the change of the fluid
direction.1 Therefore, smooth pump walls reduce
flow fluctuations and, subsequently, the energy
required for the pump to move the fluid.2 This
article discusses the use of state-of-the-art lining
If you have no critics, you'll likely have no success

technologies to increase the efficiency of pumps
while protecting their internal surfaces from erosion
and corrosion.

Effect of Pump Surface Roughness
The two categories of pumps most commonly
used at WWTPs are the centrifugal and positive
displacement pumps.3 Centrifugal pumps are
more common because they are simple and safe to
operate under a broad range of conditions.4 The
operating principle of moving a fluid by means of
mechanical actions can be detrimental to the internal
components of the pump. For example, centrifugal
pumps are susceptible to damage and performance
degradation by cavitation, where vapor bubbles
form in the low-pressure region directly behind
the rotating impeller vanes. The collapse of these
bubbles can damage the impeller and erode the
pump casing.5 Pressure drop control in pumps is
often limited, and cavitation cannot be avoided.
Over time, cavitation can create severe erosioncorrosion problems.4
The roughness of pump surfaces affects
the fluid flow. As the roughness increases, the
laminar flow becomes unstable and transitions
into turbulent flow. Erosion-corrosion mechanisms
SIEMA Magazine
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are exacerbated under turbulent flow conditions.
Surface defects in the form of small protrusions or
depressions, such as corrosion pits, deposits, and
weld beads, can cause disturbed flow on a smaller
scale. Although small, such defects are sufficient to
initiate the erosion-corrosion processes in the form
of impingement, cavitation, and even entrainment
in the presence of solid particles.6 Under these
circumstances, energy losses will occur and lead
to further reduction in efficiency of the pumping
system.4

Alternatives for Pump Efficiency
Improvements
Traditional solutions to mitigate the adverse
consequences of turbulent flow regimes include
equipment design modifications to reduce
hydrodynamic forces and the use of exotic, erosionresistant alloys as materials of construction.7 However,
due to cost, ease of construction, and availability, the
materials of construction most commonly chosen
are cast iron, carbon steel (CS), or stainless steel
(SS). The resistance of these conventional materials
to corrosion and erosion is relatively low; and in
the case of SS, localized corrosion can still occur
when its protective passivation film is damaged or
exposed to chloride environments.
Another way to reduce erosion-corrosion and
improve efficiency is to isolate the metal surface
from its contact environment with a lining. Several
benefits of this alternative can be cited:8
Lining pumps fabricated of CS with fit-forservice coatings provides a cost-effective
method of improving the corrosion resistance
of conventional materials when compared to
the use of corrosion-resistant alloys or cladding.

3.

4.

Lining materials are readily available if needed,
even at short notice.
Lining materials do not add significant weight to
the pumps. In some cases, linings can facilitate
a decrease in weight because of a reduced
corrosion allowance for the metal based on
lower anticipated erosion and corrosion rates.
Efficient lining application methods allow for
shorter project lead times and less equipment
downtime.

A wide range of corrosion-resistant coating
technologies can be employed for protecting the
interiors of pumps. Some of them include glass flake,
thermosetting polyurethane, and nonsolvent-free
epoxy coatings. The use of some of these coatings
is limited by the presence of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) in their composition, which
may cause health and safety problems. Others have
poor mechanical adhesion and reduced resistance
to erosion and corrosion. Due to technological
advances in protective industrial linings and
repair composite materials, it is now possible to
use polymeric materials for coating systems with

October 2020
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Winners make a habit of manufacturing their
own positive expectations in advance of the event.

Coatings Designed with a Unique
Combination of Properties
State-of-the-art coating technology has resulted in
coatings with unique chemistry. Improved erosioncorrosion resistance, hydrophobicity, and hydraulic
smoothness are characteristics that enable high
energy efficiency and optimal pump performance
to be achieved. These coatings are essentially
formulated as a blend of lubricant agents and
abrasion-resistant fillers. The fillers are used to
reduce erosion-corrosion wear, whereas a blend of
different amines provides a smooth finish and low
electronic affinity toward water molecules. As a
result, the onset of turbulent flow is delayed, which
consequently reduces skin friction.2
These coatings are solvent-free, epoxy-based,
and free of VOCs so health and safety concerns are
reduced and product shrinkage is avoided. Coating
systems can be applied in relatively thin layers to
circumvent any flow restriction problems. Linings
have been reported with a surface roughness of 0.09
µm vs. 1.19 µm for polished SS. The ultra-smooth
surface, as well as self-levelling and hydrophobic
properties, lessen turbulence and surface tension.
These high-performance coatings were tested
for service fitness in alignment with internationally
recognized methodologies such as those provided
by ISO, NACE International, and ASTM. Such
coatings have reported adhesion values greater than
31 MPa (4,500 psi) on grit-blasted mild steel when
tested in accordance with ASTM D45419 and ISO
4624.10 Atlas cell testing, in accordance with NACE
TM0174,11 is also used to determine the suitability
of these coatings in immersion service. Chemical
testing using ISO 2812-112 is another test required
for assessing the resistance of coatings to the range
of chemicals found in the WWTP. Some of these
chemicals include chlorine, ferric chloride (FeCl3),
and sodium hypochlorite (NaClO).
Additionally, these protective coatings can be
tested for potable water contact in agreement with
the U.K. Drinking Water Inspectorate (London,
United Kingdom) and NSF/ANSI 61 requirements.13

Pump Efficiency
The performance of a centrifugal pump is typically
described by a graph that plots the pressure
It is not how much we do, but how much love we put in the doing.
It is not how much we give, but how much love we put in the giving.

generated by the pump over a range of flow rates
(measured in terms of head). Also, its efficiency is
included on a typical pump performance curve.
The efficiency of a pump is the ratio of the pump’s
fluid power to the pump shaft power. A centrifugal
pump has a best efficiency point (BEP) where it
operates the most cost-effectively in terms of both
energy efficiency and maintenance. Continuously
operating a pump at its BEP is difficult because
systems usually have changing demands.4
A pump performance test in 1989—conducted
by the National Engineering Laboratory (then part
of the United Kingdom’s Department of Trade and
Industry), an international reference in fluid flow
testing that represents the most comprehensive
pump
test
facilities
worldwide—identified
efficiency enhancement of a centrifugal pump that
was lined.14 The tests were carried out in a single
stage, end-suction centrifugal pump with 10-in (254mm) suction and discharge branches. The pump
(in an uncoated condition) ran at 1,300 rpm, had a
capacity of 875 m3/h (5.55 millions of gallons per day
[mgd]) at 26.5 m head, and overall peak efficiency
of 83.5%.14 The same pump was then protected
with a lining to demonstrate that enhanced pump
efficiency could be achieved.
The coating assessed was a solvent-free, twocomponent epoxy system, specially designed
for improving the efficiency of fluid-handling
equipment and protecting metal surfaces from
the effects of erosion-corrosion. This coating was
applied in two colors to confirm the second coat
had been uniformly applied and entirely covered
the first coat, and to make future inspections easier
to evaluate. The two pump tests were carried out
in a typical closed-loop system using the same
protocol, with a series of flow, head, and power
readings taken across a wide flow range. The pump
efficiency curve, developed with calibrated test
instrumentation and traceable to national standards,
was then plotted (Figure 1).
Testing results of the coated pump indicated a 6%
increase at peak efficiency (Figure 1). Significantly,
there was little change to the pump head/flow
characteristics, meaning the coating increased the
pump efficiency while maintaining the original
head/flow properties. The power reduction of 5.1
kWh was achieved at duty point (Figure 2).14

Case History
A state government water and wastewater
treatment company in Bahia, Brazil employed a
SIEMA Magazine
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outstanding resistance to erosion-corrosion and
cavitation. These high-technology linings can
effectively enhance pump performance.
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lining to protect a centrifugal pump and increase
its efficiency. This water and wastewater company
is responsible for operating and maintaining 431
water treatment systems and 94 wastewater plants
across more than 360 municipalities in Bahia. The
water treatment plants provide drinking water for
11.9 million people, whereas the wastewater plants
provide sanitation to ~4.8 million people.15
In 2006, the plant maintenance personnel of one
of these plants detected anomalies in their process,
mainly due to mechanisms of erosion-corrosion
and cavitation in the pumping system. The asset, a
Worthington† split-case centrifugal pump with a
capacity of 1.080 m3/h (6.84 mgd), was installed in
the pump system to capture raw water from the São
Francisco River for treatment and delivery to the
community. This pump was experiencing localized
metal loss and corrosion, mostly in the volute casing
and impeller (Figure 3). Several repair alternatives
were considered by the asset owner. The decision
was made to use a 100% solids epoxy-based lining
to protect the damaged internal parts of the pump.
The work was carried out by authorized applicators
following the lining manufacturer’s product
instructions for use, as follows:
•

•
•

•

•

•

The defective parts were abrasive blasted to
achieve surface cleanliness requirements of
NACE No. 2/SSPC-SP 1016 and ISO 8501-1 (Sa
2½),17 with a minimum average profile of 3 mils
(75 µm).
The surfaces were tested for salt contamination
and treated accordingly.
The surfaces were washed down with appropriate
cleaner/degreaser to remove residual blasting
debris and any grease contaminants.
The thickness of the pump wall was restored
according
to
the
original
equipment
manufacturer’s pump repair guidelines using
paste-grade epoxy materials.
The protective coating was manually applied
in two coats of contrasting colors to obtain a
minimum total dry film thickness
The lining was allowed to cure for chemical
service (Figures 4 and 5) and further inspected
for continuity.
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The pump was returned to service. After six years
of continuous use, the pump was opened for
inspection by maintenance personnel. Some erosion
SIEMA Magazine

wear and metal loss from moderate cavitation could
be seen on the volute surface (Figure 6), but the
lining was in good condition. The plant managers
were satisfied with the results. The pump had been
protected against cavitation and corrosion for six
years. The procedure is now part of their preventive
maintenance program.
The pump also was tested to assess both
the energy consumption and the cost of power
consumption savings associated with operating
a more efficient pump. Direct measurement of
motor current was chosen to accurately evaluate
improvement of the pump’s efficiency. Electric
current readings were taken on the motor of
an uncoated and coated pump under the same
conditions. The readings for the uncoated pump
showed an average of 72 A with 440 V, whereas
readings reported an average of 66 A for the coated
pump. The results showed an amperage reduction
of 8.33% and a consequent reduction in the power
consumption, since these variables are directly
proportional.
These results demonstrated that this coating
technology effectively contributed to decreasing
losses by protecting the surface against the effects of
erosion-corrosion and cavitation. Creating a smooth,
hydrophobic finish also led to a reduction in energy
consumption. Since then, the same efficiencyenhancing polymeric coating was applied to eight
of the 12 pumps at that pump station. The results
can be replicated for other types of pumps.

Conclusions
The polymeric coating technology proved to be
an appropriate alternative for improving the
performance of the pump, as well as protecting it
from corrosion, with minimal maintenance work
throughout its intended lifetime. The technology
is recommended for protecting pump surfaces
and enhancing pump efficiency within water and
wastewater plants.
As expected, cavitation effects were not
eradicated but minimized; however, the increase
in fluid flow efficiency represented an immediate
saving in power consumption, one of most
significant operating expenses for water and
wastewater treatment plants.
Courtesy: www.materialsperformance.com

People take different roads seeking fulfillment and happiness. Just because
they're not on your road doesn't mean they've gotten lost.

KAYJAY SHARP TRENDYS

330/2C1, Sitra Road, Sharp Nagar, Kalapa ,
Coimbatore - 641 048. Tamil Nadu, India
Web : www.sharptrendys.com, Email : jm@sharpelectrode.com

Customer Care No. : +91 99449 73400

Buy the ORIGINAL SHARP Electrodes

74th Independence Day on 15-08-2020
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Ex-Governor of Meghalaya Thiru. V. Shanmuganathan congratulated President Thiru. K V Karthik on
assuming Presidentship of SIEMA on 19th October 2020
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Thiru. K V Karthik, President met the
Hon’ble Member of Parliament,
Coimbatore Constituency Thiru. P R Natarajan

President Thiru. K V Karthik met Coimbatore District
Collector Thiru. K. Rajamani I.A.S.
on 18th October 2020

Office bearers met Thiru. Rajesh Sodhi, IRS.,
Principal Commissioner, Central GST and Central
Excise Commissionerate, Coimbatore
on 20th October 2020

President Thiru. K V Karthik and Vice-President
Thiru. Mithun Ramdas met Coimbatore Municipal
Corporation Commissioner Thiru Kumaravel Pandian, IAS.
on 23rd October 2020
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Our Products
Bearings, Blocks, Sleeves, Lubrication
Liner Bushes, Clutch Bearings, Belting Products

9843924422

9843709618

y¯ Gsn[PÒ
BÍmk®
]¢uøÚU PÂbº
hõUhº PÂuõŒß
C¯USÚº ©ØÖ® uø»Áº,
©ÛuÁÍ @©®£õmkz xøÓ
¹mì {ÖÁÚ[PÒ, @PõøÁ

GßÓõ¾® AuøÚ ÷|ºzv¯õPÄ® ^µõPÄ® öŒ#¯
“|©USÒ E¸ÁõS® JÊ[PØÓ Gsn÷© |©x
÷Ásk® GßÓ Gsn® G¨ö£õÊx® ö|g]À
•uÀ Gv›” GßÓõº C¢u ¡ØÓõsiß Cøn¯ØÓ
E»ÂU öPõs÷h C¸UP÷Ásk®. AÆÁõÓõÚ
uzxÁbõÛ ÷Áuõzv› ©P›æ AÁºPÒ. B®!
Gsn® |©x JÆöÁõ¸ öŒ¯ø» ^ºªUPuõP
Gsn[PÒ JÊ[PõÚõÀ GÀ»õ® JÊ[PõS®.
©õØÔÂk®.
J¸ ©ÛuÛß £»•® £»ÃÚ•® AÁÝøh¯
Gsn[P÷Í GßÓõÀ Ax •ØÔ¾® Esø©÷¯.
÷©¾® Gøua öŒ#uõ¾® •uÀ •øÓ÷¯
Á¼ø©¯õÚ
÷|ºø©¯õÚ
Gsn[PøÍU
\›¯õPa öŒ#¯ ÷Ásk® Gß£x® EÖv¯õP C¸UP
öPõshÁºPÒ xoa\»õPa öŒ¯»õØÖ® vÓß
÷Ásk®. Cøuzuõß B[Q»zvÀ First Time
ªUPÁºPÍõPz vPÌQßÓõºPÒ. A÷u ÷|µzvÀ
Right (FTR) Gß£õºPÒ. AÆÁõÖ •uÀ •øÓ÷¯
Gvº©øÓ ©ØÖ® £»ÃÚ©õÚ Gsn[PøÍU
•ußø©¯õPa
öŒ#ÁuõÀ,
öPõshÁº
GuØS
Põ»Âµ¯•®,
ö£õ¸Ò
E[PÐøh¯ ÁõÌUøPø¯
Gkzuõ¾®
\¼zxU
Âµ¯•® uÂºUP¨£kÁxhß,
öPõÒÐ® ÷PõøÇ©Ú®
©õØÔ¯ø©UP Â¸®¤ÚõÀ,
Aøua öŒ#£Á›ß _¯©v¨¦
ö P õ s h Á º P Ð ®
(Self Esteem) E¯¸®.
•u¼À E[PÐøh¯
\ÁõÀPøÍa
\¢vUS®
Gsn[PøÍ ©õØÔ¯ø©zx
©ÚvÀ |À» Gsn®
vÓÚØÓÁºPÍõPÄ®
Eu¯©õÚõÀ öŒõºUP®, w¯
Âk[PÒ. Gsn[PøÍ
•h[Q
ÂkÁøu¨
Gsn[PÒ
Eu¯©õÚõÀ
£õºUP»õ®.
©õØÖÁuØS ¦v¯ P¸zxUPøÍ
|µP®! AÆÁÍ÷Á GßQÓõº
EÒÍzvÀ ~øÇ¯Âk[PÒ.
BP÷Á,
J¸Áøµ
PÂbº ªÀhß. ©ÚvÀ |À»
E¯ºzxÁx® ÃÌzxÁx®
Gsn[PÒ
÷uõßÖÁuØS
AÁ¸øh¯ Gsn[P÷Í! Cøuzuõß J¸
©Ú®
Pmk¨£õmiÀ
C¸UP
÷Ásk®.
vøµ°øŒ ‘§ª°À |h¨£x® ÁõÚzvÀ £Ó¨£x®
Pmk¨£õiÀ»õu ©Ú® uÔöPmkÂk®. ÷©¾®
AÁµÁº Gsn[P÷Í’ GßQÓx.
uß©Úzøu AhUPz öu›¯õuÁÚõÀ ö£›¯
Põ›¯[PøÍa ŒõvUP •i¯õx.

“

”
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“E[PÐøh¯
Sn°¯À¦PøÍ
}[PÒ
E¸ÁõUSQßÕºPÒ. E[PÐøh¯ ]¢uøÚ²®
öŒ¯¾® GvºPõ»zøu E¸ÁõUSQßÓx” GßQÓõº
ÂÀ¤ºk ¥mhº\ß GßÝ® AÔbº. |©x AßÓõh
öŒ¯ÀPÐ® £ÇUPÁÇUP[PÐ® |©x £s¦PÍõP
E¸ÁõQßÓÚ. BP÷Á GzuøP¯ ]Ô¯ öŒ¯À
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|Àö»sn v¯õÚ®
v¯õÚ® Gß£x Aø»£õ²® ©Úøu J¸
¦ÒÎ°À SÂ¨£uõS®. ©Ú® SÂ²®÷£õxuõß
BØÓÀ ö£¸S® Gß£õºPÒ. ©Úøu Guß
«x
SÂUQß÷Óõ÷©õ
|õ®
AxÁõP÷Á
©õÔÂkQß÷Óõ® GßÓõº _Áõª Â÷ÁPõÚ¢uº.
We don't stop playing because we grow old;
we grow old because we stop playing.

÷Œõ®£ø» Âµmk[PÒ
©Úa ÷Œõ®£¾® ÂµUv²® ©Úøu BmöPõÒÍõ©À
£õºzxU öPõÒÍ ÷Ásk®. HöÚßÓõÀ ©ÚvÀ
÷ŒõºÄ SiöPõÒÐ®÷£õx, BUP ]¢uøÚPÒ
AÈ¢xÂkÁ÷uõk, ÁõÌUøP°ß «x® öŒ#²®
÷Áø»°ß «x® öÁÖ¨¦® EshõS®. Auß
Põµn©õP “GßÚhõ ÁõÌUøP” GßÓ ©Ú{ø»
E¸ÁõQÂk®. CzuøP¯ ©Ú{ø» •ß÷ÚØÓa
]¢uøÚPÐUS GvµõÚx. ©Úzvß BØÓø»
AÈzxÂk® A£õ¯•® HØ£hU Tk®.
BP÷Á “GßÚhõ ÁõÌUøP” GßÖ Gsnõ©À
“Cx Gß÷Úõh ÁõÌUøP” GßÖ Gsnz
öuõh[S[PÒ. ¤ÓS Áõi¨ ÷£õÚ ÁõÌUøP²®
£i¨£i¯õP ©»ºÁøu Enµz öuõh[SÃºPÒ.
HöÚßÓõÀ ÁõÌUøP Gß£x Gsn[PÎß
öÁÎ¨£õk; •¯Ø]PÎß ÷©®£õk. ¦v¯
Gsn[PøÍ
E¸ÁõUS®
•¯Ø]PøÍ
•kUQÂk[PÒ. ÷Œõ®£ø» Âµmi¯izx Âmk
_Ö_Ö¨¤ß ªßÚÀ ÂµÀ ¤izx EøÇ¨¦
ÃvPÎÀ E»õ Áµz öuõh[S[PÒ.

Aß£õÚ Gsn[PÒ
©Úö©[S® Aß£õÚ Gsn[PÒ Aø»÷©õu
÷Ásk®. J¸ SÊÂÀ £o¯õØÖ® AøÚÁøµ²®
AµÁønzxa öŒÀ¾® Aß£õÚ AqS•øÓ÷¯
SÊÂß öÁØÔUS Ai¨£øh¯õP Aø©QßÓx.
SÊ A[PzvÚºPÒ AøÚÁ¸® £µì£µ®
|®¤UøPø¯²®
|ß©v¨ø£²®
öPõsk
£o¯õØÖ® ÷£õxuõß {ÖÁÚ® uÚx C»UøP
Aøh¯•i²®.
A ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what ships are for.

Aß£õÚ
Gsn[PøÍ
E¸ÁõUSÁuØS
SøÓPõq® ©Úøuz uÂºzxÂmk, {øÓPõq®
©Úøu E¸ÁõUQU öPõÒÍ ÷Ásk®. E»QÀ
SøÓ÷¯ CÀ»õu ©ÛuºPÒ CÀø»; SøÓø¯
©mk÷© £õºzxU öPõsi¸¢uõÀ Aß¦¨ £°º
ÁÍºÁuØS Áõ#¨÷£ CÀ»õ©À ÷£õ#Âk®.
BP÷Á JÆöÁõ¸ ©Ûu›h•® |À» Â\¯[PÐ®
]Ó¨¦ BØÓ¾® AÔÄ® C¸US®, AÁØøÓ AÔ¢x
÷£õØÔ¨ £¯ß£kzx® vÓß £øhzuÁºPÍõP
{ÖÁÚzvß AvPõ›PÒ vPÇ÷Ásk®. AÆÁõÖ
÷©À{ø» AvPõ›PÒ ÂÍ[S® ÷£õx, Ax÷Á
A¢{ÖÁÚzvß £o¨£s£õhõP ©õÔÂk®
Gß£x EÖv.

BØÓÀ u¸® Gsn[PÒ
y¯ Gsn[PÒ ©ÚÁ¼ø©ø¯ EshõUS®.
©ÚÁ¼ø© ußÚ®¤UøPø¯²® E¸ÁõUQz
÷uõÀÂ ©Ú¨£õßø©ø¯²® E¸ÁõUQz ÷uõÀÂ
©Ú¨£õßø©ø¯
Âµmi¯iUS®.
Gøu²®
•i²® GßÓ Gsnz÷uõk ö|¸[SÁ÷u
©Úzvß BØÓ¾US Á¼ø© ÷ŒºUS®. Azxhß
|®¤UøP JÎø¯ EÒÍzvÀ £õ#a] EØŒõPzvß
PuÄPøÍz vÓ¢x öÁØÔ ÷uÁøuø¯ EÒ÷Í
AøÇUS®.
BP÷Á
“•i²®!
•i²®!
Gøu²®
ŒõvUP GßÚõÀ •i²®!” GßÓ •ÇUPzxhß
G¨ö£õÊx®
vPÊ[PÒ.
•i¯õx
GßÖ
•h[QÂmhõÀ ‰a_U PõØÖ® {ßÖÂk®.
•i²® GßÖ xo¢xÂmhõÀ ‰øÍUSÒ
ªßŒõµ® ¤Ó¨ö£kUS®. B®! E[PÐøh¯
ÁõÌUøPø¯ ©õØÔ¯ø©UP Â¸®¤ÚõÀ, •u¼À
E[PÐøh¯
Gsn[PøÍ
©õØÔ¯ø©zx
Âk[PÒ. Gsn[PøÍ ©õØÖÁuØS ¦v¯
P¸zxUPøÍ EÒÍzvÀ ~øÇ¯Âk[PÒ. AuØS
EP¢u ¡ÀPøÍ Áõ]²[PÒ, uSv¯õÚÁºPÎß
öŒõØö£õÈøÁU ÷PÐ[PÒ.
ÂgbõÚz öuõÈÀ~m£[PÎß £»ÚõP,
}[PÒ øÁzv¸US® Bßmµõ#k øP÷£]°÷»
uSv¯õÚ ¡ÀPøÍ¨ £vÂÓUP® öŒ#x öPõsk
Áõ]UP»õ®. ³i²¨&CÀ (You Tube) C¸¢x
{¦nºPÎß Eøµø¯U ÷Pmka ]¢uøÚø¯a
öŒÔÄ£kzvU öPõÒÍ»õ®.
BP÷Á,
|õ®
|©x
Gsn[PÐUSa
öŒ¯ÀÁiÁ® öPõk¨£÷u ÁõÌUøP Gß£øu¨
¦›¢x öPõsk y¯ Gsn[PøÍ E¸ÁõUQ
Auß ‰»©õP ÁõÌUøPø¯ ÁÍ•øh¯uõPÄ®
Aºzu•øh¯uõPÄ® ©õØÔU öPõÒÐ[PÒ.
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©Úøu
SÂ¨£øuÂh
Aøu
Guß
«x
SÂUQß÷Óõ® Gß£÷u •UQ¯®. BP÷Á
|À»øu÷¯ {øÚzx v¯õÚ® öŒ#²®÷£õx
|õ® |À»ÁµõPÄ® ÁÀ»ÁµõPÄ® E¸ÁõQ
ÂkQß÷Óõ®.
v¯õÚ® öŒ#ÁuõÀ HØ£k® |ßø©PÒ
HµõÍ® HµõÍ®. AÁØÔÀ ]»ÁØøÓ E[P÷Íõk
£Qº¢x öPõÒÍ ÂøÇQß÷Óß.
|Àö»sn
v¯õÚzvß
‰»©õP,
AÔÄUTºø© HØ£k®; ©ÚEÖv EshõS®,
BÌ©Ú® Aø©vö£Ö®; {øÚÁõØÓÀ Tk®,
÷uøÁ¯ØÓ Gsn[PÒ }[S®, ©Ú J¸ø©¨£õk
HØ£k®.
CÁØøÓö¯À»õ®Âh
|®ø©
_ØÔ¾® BUP AvºÁø»PÒ E¸ÁõQ |©x
EÒÍzvÀ EØŒõPzøu²® ußÚ®¤UøPø¯²®
HØ£kzv ©QÌa]¯õÚ ©Ú{ø»²hß |®ø©
ÂÍ[PøÁUS®.
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SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING AND RESEARCH CENTRE
(A-NOT-FOR-PROFIT SOCIETY TO SERVE ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES)

Si’Tarc is NABL Accredited Laboratory and having the latest Testing facilities in Electrical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Metrology.
We are glad to inform that Si’Tarc is now emerged with a new added facility of

“WATER TESTING IN NABL APPROVED LABORATORY”
We have world-class equipments in our lab for testing water samples like,

 Mineral Water
 Effluent Treated Process Water

 RO Water
 Packaged Drinking Water

 Bore well Water
 Waste Water

 Rain Water
 Raw Water etc,.

•

All Tests are Conducted as per National/International Standards

•

We collect the samples from your doorsteps and provide you the results on-time.
For More Details Contact:

#83,84 Avarampalayam Road, K.R.Puram Post, Coimbatore – 641021.
Ph/Fax: 0422 – 2562612, 2560473.
Email:sitarcinfo@sitarc.com,Website:www.sitarc.com

©¸zxÁ®

PÂøuPÒ
 öuõø»yµ® } ÷£õÚõÀ EßøÚ ÷ui
öÁSyµ® £¯oUSÓx EÒÍ®
 Gß Á›PÎÀ EÒÍ ÁõºzøuPÐUS®
EnºÄsöhÚ Enº¢÷uß }
xizu÷£õx
 EÚx Á¸øP÷¯ {ºn°US®
GÚUPõÚ ©ozxÎPÒ EøÓÁøu²®
E¸SÁøu²®
 PÂøuö¯Êu ]¢vzuõÀ ]¢øuUSÒ }
Á¢xÂkQÓõ# PÂøu¯õP...
 ÷£\ {øÚzu ÁõºzøuPÐ® yµ©õÚx
EßÚ¸QÀ

uzxÁ®
 E»Qß ªPÄ® öu#ÃP©õÚx, \P ©Ûu›h® }[PÒ
Põmk® Aß¦®, £›Ä®uõß.
 öŒÀÁ® Si°¸US® ÃmiÀ ©Ûu £s¦ ^µÈQÓx.
 AÇ÷P Esø©, Esø©÷¯ AÇS.
 AÔbºPÒ ¦PÌa]US®, CPÌa]US® CøŒ¢x
öPõk¨£vÀø».
 ußÚ®¤UøP, xoÄ, £¯® C¢u ‰ßÔÀ •uÀ
Cµsk® AÇPõÚ E¯ºÁõÚ ÁõÌUøPø¯ Aø©zx
u¸QßÓÚ.

öu›¢x öPõÒ@Áõ©õ
 £Ç ©µ[PÎÀ }sh Põ»® ÂøÍa\À u¸Áx Bµg_
©µ®. _©õº 400 BskPÍõP öuõhº¢x Ax ÂøÍa\À
u¸®.
 J¸ uº§\o £Ç® C¸¢uõÀ AvÀ C¸¢x 6 »m\®
uº§\o £Ç[PøÍ EØ£zv öŒ#xÂh»õ®.
 ©Ûu EhÀPÎÀ _©õº 6 ÷Põi÷¯ 50 »m\® öŒÀPÒ
C¸QßÓÚ.
 ö£õxÁõP uõÁµ[PÒ |Pµõx. BÚõÀ
Q»õª÷hõö©õÚõì GßÓ J¸ öŒÀ uõÁµ® |Pº¢x
÷£õS® ußø© Eøh¯x.
 £a÷Œõ¢v°ß |õUS uß Eh¼ß }Ízøu Cµsk
©h[S AvP©õP C¸US®.

|øPa_øÁ
 “|iøP âQÚõÿ CßÛUS ÂÇõÄUS Áµõ[PßÝ
÷£õÛ÷¯.. GßÚõa_..?”
“PÚÄUPßÛø¯ PÚÄ» £õºzxU÷Põ[PßÝ
GÀ»õ¸US® yUP©õzvøµ öPõkzx y[P Áa_
mhõ[Phõ..!”
 “Põu¼uõß EÚUS ÷©õvµ® öPõkzv¸UPõ÷Í..
A¨¦Ó® Hß Á¸zu©õ C¸U÷P..?”
“|õ¾ ÷£º øP©õÔ Á¢u Avºèh ÷©õvµ®
CxßÝ öŒõÀ¼mk¨ ÷£õÓõhõ”
 “G[P hõUhº G¢u Áõ#¨ø£²® uÁÓ Âh©õmhõº.”
“AxUPõP |õUøP }mha öŒõÀ¼mk Av»
ìhõ®ø£ Jzv JmkÓx |À»õÁõ C¸US..?“
 ö£s: •¨£z÷uÊUS ÷©» SÇ¢øu ö£zxUPÁõ#¨¦
C¸UPõ, hõUhº?
hõUhº: “B©õ®! Ax\› AzuøÚ SÇ¢øuPøÍ¨
ö£zxUQmk QßÚì ŒõuøÚ¯õ £sn¨÷£õ÷Ó?”
 “}[P 100 Á¯x Áøµ ÁõÇU Põµn®?”
“1912 ÷» ¤Ó¢uxuõß”

A good criterion for measuring success in life is the number of people you have made happy.
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 \ÎU Põ#a\À & ¦vÚõ Røµø¯ }›À ÷£õmk
öPõvUP øÁzx j iPõåß ÷£õÀ öŒ#x
Œõ¨¤mhõÀ \Î¯õÀ Á¸® Põ#a\À Sn©õS®.
 C¸©À, öuõsøh PµPµ¨¦ & £õ¼À §søh¨
÷£õmk Põ#a]U SizuõÀ C¸©À, á»÷uõå®,
öuõsøhU PµPµ¨¦ ÷£õS®.
 Áõ²U ÷PõÍõÖ =& ªÍøP¨ ö£õi öŒ#x ö£¸[Põ¯
£Ähº ÷Œºzx vÚ•® _k}›À P»¢x J¸
÷uUPµsi Œõ¨¤mhõÀ Áõ²U ÷PõÍõÖ }[S®
 öuõhº ÂUPÀ& ö|À¼UPõ# Cizx ŒõÖ ¤È¢x,
÷uß ÷Œºzx Œõ¨¤mhõÀ öuõhº ÂUPÀ w¸®.
 Áõ# |õØÓ® & \mi°À £iPõµ® ÷£õmk Põ#a]
BÓøÁzx AuøÚ J¸ |õøÍUS ‰ßÖ ÷ÁøÍ
Áõ# öPõ¨£Îzx Á¢uõÀ Áõ# |õØÓ® ÷£õS®.
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67th Annual General Meeting on 15th October 2020 at our Association

Office bearers for the year 2020-21

Felicitations

October 2020

Mementos to Past Presidents of SIEMA

SIEMA Magazine
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Mementos to Members of Technical Committee during the 67th AGM

October 2020

Online Session on “Operational Efficiency for Increasing
Profits” by Sri Srinvasa Rao, Chief Coach, Indian
Manufacturing Academy, on 26th October 2020
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“Online Training of Single Window Portal and Bizbuddy” on
27th October 2020 through Zoom

Ayutha Pooja at our Association on 24th October 2020
SIEMA Magazine

Tea

The History of

The history of tea dates back to ancient China, almost
5,000 years ago. According to legend, in 2732 B.C.
Emperor Shen Nung discovered tea when leaves
from a wild tree blew into his pot of boiling water.
He was immediately interested in the pleasant scent
of the resulting brew, and drank some. Legend says
the Emperor described a warm feeling as he drank
the intriguing brew, as if the liquid was investigating
every part of his body.
Shen Nung named the brew "ch'a", the Chinese
character meaning to check or investigate. In 200
B.C. a Han Dynasty Emperor ruled that when
referring to tea, a special written character must
be used illustrating wooden branches, grass, and a
man between the two. This written character, also
pronounced "ch'a" symbolized the way tea brought
humankind into balance with nature for the Chinese
culture.

China's Tea History
The popularity of tea in China continued to grow
rapidly from the 4th through the 8th century. No
longer merely used for its medicinal properties,
tea became valued for everyday pleasure and
refreshment. Tea plantations spread throughout
China, tea merchants became rich, and expensive,
elegant tea wares became the banner for the wealth
and status of their owners.
The Chinese empire tightly controlled the
preparation and cultivation of the crop. It was even

specified that only young women, presumably
because of their purity, were to handle the tea
leaves. These young female handlers were not to eat
garlic, onions, or strong spices in case the odor on
their fingertips might contaminate the precious tea
leaves.

The Invention of Black Tea
Up to the mid-17th century, all Chinese tea was
Green tea. As foreign trade increased, though,
the Chinese growers discovered that they could
preserve the tea leaves with a special fermentation
process. The resulting Black tea kept its flavor and
aroma longer than the more delicate Green teas and
was better equipped for the export journeys to other
countries.

Tea in Modern Day China
Tea has remained an integral part of Chinese culture
for thousands of years; it was popular before the
Egyptians built the great pyramids and was traded
with Asian countries even before Europe left the
dark ages. The importance and popularity of tea in
China continues in modern day and has become a
symbol of the country's history, religion, and culture.
Today, students compete to attend the very
selective and exceptional Shanghai Tea Institute.
The highest level students are required to play
the traditional Guzheng stringed instrument,
perform a flawless tea-serving ceremony, speak a
foreign language to entertain overseas guests, and

There is a vitality, a life force, an energy that is translated through you;
and because there is only one of you in all of time, this expression is unique.
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Ancient China: The Birthplace of Tea
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distinguish between about 1,000 different types of
Chinese tea...to date fewer than 75 students have
been awarded a Tea Art certificate. There is also
an entire amusement park called the Tenfu Tea
Museum - China's equivalent of Disneyland - that
honors the Chinese tea-drinking traditions.

Tibet's Tea History
The Chinese had introduced tea to Tibet by the
dawn of the 9th century. Tibet's rugged climate and
rocky terrain made cultivation of their own plants
difficult, so tea had to be imported from China via
yak caravan. The long, tiring journey into Tibet by
yak took nearly one year and was threatened not
only by the dramatic terrain of some of the highest
mountains in the world, but by tea-seeking thieves
and pirates. To keep up with the high Tibetan tea
demand, nearly two to three hundred tea-laden
yaks entered the country daily.
Tea became so popular in Tibet and the
surrounding areas that it was used as a form of
currency. Compressed tea was a common form of
payment for almost anything, and workers and
servants were routinely paid in this way.

Traditional Tibetan Tea
Traditionally, Tibetan tea is made by boiling the
leaf for about half an hour before passing the liquid
through a strainer made of horsehair (sometimes
today made of plastic) into a long wooden container.
Traditionally, yak butter and salt are added to the tea
and churned until emulsified. These additives help
replace the fat and salt lost by those living in the
high-altitude regions of the Himalayan Mountains.
Younger generations of Tibetans sometimes drink a
variation of Indian Chai.

A Tibetan Staple
Tea remains a Tibetan staple, with per-person
consumption of up to 40 cups or more daily. Tibetan
etiquette dictates that no guest should go without
tea and that his or her cup can never be empty.

October 2020

Japan's Tea History
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In the early 9th century, Japanese visitors to China
were introduced to the values and traditions of
tea. The Buddhist monk Dengyo Daishi is credited
for bringing Chinese tea seeds to Japan when he
returned from his studies abroad. Tea became an
integral part of Japanese monastery life; monks used
tea to help stay alert during meditation sessions. By
the early 1300's tea gained popularity throughout
Japanese society, but its early religious importance
permanently colored the meaning and value the
SIEMA Magazine

Japanese associate with tea and directly influenced
the Japanese Tea Ceremony.

The Japanese Tea Ceremony
The sacred Japanese tea ceremony, called "Chanoyu",
evolved in the late 15th century under the influence
of the Japanese philosophies of Zen Buddhism. The
ceremony places supreme importance on respecting
the act of making and drinking tea. Zen Buddhism
honors the essential elements of Japanese philosophy
(harmony, purity, respect, and tranquility) during
Chanoyu. The tea ceremony was so important that
special tea rooms were built in backyard gardens,
and mastery of the tea ceremony was a required for
women to marry.

Traditional Japanese Tea
The tea used in Chanoyu was made by whisking
water into potent ground green tea called "Matcha".
Although unusual to the Western palate, the
Japanese preferred the fresh, green flavors of Matcha
to the steeped tea brewing methods. Steeped tea
became popular again in Japan in the late 1730's
when experimental tea processors discovered that
steaming the leaves to stop fermentation produced
a greener and more flavorsome tea that more closely
resembled the fresh, potent flavors characteristic of
Matcha.

Tea in Modern Day Japan
Today, tea is completely infused (no pun intended)
in Japanese culture. Tea is served with every meal,
and used to greet to every guest. Bottled tea is found
in vending machines and shops even peddle "Green
Tea" flavored ice cream.
Because of the limited land area (Japan is a series
of mountainous islands, after all), intricate terraces
are carved out of the mountainsides to grow tea.
The tea industry in Japan is the most technologically
advanced in the world. Currently, Japanese
plantations use many specialized machines in the
production of tea in direct contrast to the ancient,
hand-processed methods of tea production still
widespread in China. Because of their different taste
preference, the Japanese have engineered their tea
to taste greener, more potent, and less sweet than
that produced in China.

Russia's Tea History
In 1618, the Chinese presented a gift of tea to Tsar
Alexis of Russia. Everyone was curious about the
new beverage and tea quickly gained popularity. A
camel caravan trade route emerged to transport tea
into the country. This caravan covered 11,000 miles
I want to sing like the birds sing, not worrying
about who hears or what they think.

Europe's Tea History
The Portuguese and Dutch first imported tea into
Europe in 1610...Rembrandt was just 4 years old!
England's dance with tea did not start until 1662
when King Charles II married the Portuguese
princess Catherine of Braganza. Britain's new
Queen had always loved tea and brought with her,
as part of her dowry, a chest of fine Chinese tea.
She began serving the tea to her aristocratic friends
at Court, and word of the exotic Royal beverage
spread quickly.

Tea as a Status Symbol
As an imported luxury, only the wealthy could
afford to drink tea. The least expensive pound of tea
available cost the average laborer about a month's
worth of wages. The lofty tea prices made tea highly
fashionable and elitist. The ability to serve and drink
tea with elegance and skill marked social status
and indicated good breeding and intellect. To that
end, many wealthy 18th century English and Dutch
families had paintings made of the family having
tea.

The Role of Tea in Globalization
The Dutch dominated the tea trade until 1678 when
the British began importing tea on a commercial
scale. The British Royal family, seeking full control
and profits over trade, chartered the East India
Company and granted it a monopoly on all trade
throughout Asia and Eastern Africa. The East
India Company quickly became the most powerful
monopoly the world has ever known - and tea was
its primary commodity. They were given the right
to acquire territory, coin money, keep armies and
forts, punish lawbreakers, form foreign alliances,
and even declare war.
The reign of the East India Company continued
until the British Parliament declared the trade routes
open to competition in 1833. There were, however,
many lasting effects of the centuries of dominance.
The British East India Company changed the world:
They claimed Hong Kong, Singapore, and India as
British colonies, and prompted a global economy...
all because of tea.

India's Tea History
The Opium Wars

Afternoon tea, still a popular British institution,
is credited to Anna, the 7th Duchess of Bedford,
who complained of the long gap between a light
breakfast and a late evening meal. To appease her
cravings, she advised her maid to bring a pot of
tea and light refreshments to her room. Anna soon
began to invite friends to join her for afternoon tea...
and the trend spread quickly.

As tea consumption grew, Britain's exports could
not keep up with the demand for tea imports.
The Chinese were more interested in silver than
in cotton, Britain's main export. Finding enough
silver to trade for tea became increasingly difficult,
however, so the British turned to growing opium in
its large Asian colony...India. The scheming British
sent opium to China across the Indian border in
exchange for silver, then traded the same silver back
to China for tea. The illegal opium scheme worked
until 1839 when a Chinese official sent 20,000 chests
of opium to a watery grave in a sea near Canton. A
year later, Britain declared war on China and China
retaliated by placing a strict embargo on all exports
of tea.

The "High Tea"

Tea Plantations in India

The "Afternoon Tea"

High tea is a very much a different thing than the
Afternoon tea. High tea, though it sounds more
elite, is actually a 19th century working class
custom. High tea is served later (around 6:00 PM)
and consists of a full dinner meal for the common
people. High tea is served alongside meats, fish or
eggs, cheese, bread and butter, and cake. High tea is
more of a man's meal, while Afternoon tea is more
of a lady's social diversion.

China was hesitant about trading with the West even
before the Opium Wars began. China believing their
nation to be self-sufficient and took steps toward
isolation. The difficulty of obtaining Chinese tea
prompted Britain to explore other alternatives...like
growing their own tea.
The climate and high altitudes of Northern India
made it a promising location for tea cultivation.
Also, explorers had discovered indigenous tea
plants growing in Assam, India as early as 1823.
Before long, Indians became experts on growing

To understand the heart and mind of a person,
look not at what he has already achieved, but at what he aspires to do.
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and took nearly 1½ years to travel by camel. To
keep the tea-hungry Russians satisfied, nearly 6,000
camels - each carrying 600 pounds of tea - entered
Russia each year. In 1903 the camel caravan was
replaced by the famous Trans-Siberian Railway,
which slashed the transportation time from 1½
years to just over a week.
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very beautiful tea plants, but lacked knowledge on
tea processing. Robert Fortune, a Scottish botanist,
is credited for spying on China's ancient sacred
tea processing techniques and returning to India
with knowledge, equipment, and a small team of
experienced Chinese growers.

North America's Tea History
It is no surprise that early North America, colonized
by Europe, was a tea-drinking continent. Europe's
same traditions and rules of etiquette crossed the
Atlantic; Teahouses and elegant silver and porcelain
tea accessories were popular in the new cities of
New York, Boston, and Philadelphia.

The American Revolution
By the second half of the 18th century, tea constituted
the single largest and most valuable commodity
exported by Britain. The British government ordered
a specific "tea tax" to capitalize off its popularity in
America. Greed prevailed and the tax rate gradually
reached 119%, more than doubling the initial cost
of tea as it entered the American wholesale market.
In defiance, the American ports refused to allow
any dutiable goods ashore. This resulted in the
infamous Boston Tea Party, the British government's
closure of Boston harbor, and the arrival of British
troops on American soil. This series of events
marked the beginning of the American War of
Independence...and America's preference for coffee.
Boycotting tea became an act of patriotism.

|©x Eh¼À EÒÍ }º \zøu²®, B÷µõUQ¯zøu²®
£õxPõzxUöPõÒÍÄ®, |õ® ÷ui A¸¢x® £õÚ®
CÍ}º. Av¾® CÍ}¸hß ÷uß P»¢x SizuõÀ,
Eh¼À EÒÍ £À÷ÁÖ ¤µaøÚPÎÀ C¸¢x
Âk£h»õ®.
B®, vÚ•® Põ»°À GÊ¢ux® öÁÖ® Á°ØÔÀ
J¸ h®Íº CÍ}›À 1 ÷ŒUPµsi ÷uß P»¢x Sizx Áµ
AvÀ EÒÍ Bßi BUêöhsm ©ØÖ® øÁmhªß H
Eh¼À EÒÍ öŒÀPøÍ L¨Ÿ @µiUPÀPÎß uõUPzvÀ
C¸¢x £õxPõzx ÂøµÂÀ •xø© ÷uõØÓ®
HØ£kÁøuz ukUS®.

October 2020

CÍ}›À ÷uß P»¢x A¸¢xÁuõÀ Sh¼¯UP®
^µõS®. Ax©mkªßÔ Á°ØÔÀ HØ£k® Aª»”µ¨¦
SøÓUP¨£mk, öŒ›©õÚ¨ ¤µaŒÚPÒ, ©»a]UPÀ
÷£õßÓøÁ \›¯õS®. ÷©¾® Eh¼ÝÒ EÒÍ AÇØ]
SøÓÁxhß, ÷|õ°øÚ HØ£kzx® öuõØÖUQ¸ªPÒ
AÈUP¨£k®.
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CÍ}º, ÷uß ÷Œº¢u P»øÁ µzuzvÀ EÒÍ
öPõ»ìmµõÀ AÍÂøÚ SøÓ¨£uõÀ µzuU SÇõ#PÎÀ
SIEMA Magazine

American Advancements in Tea Drinking
The United States is still responsible for a few
major changes in the tea industry. At the St. Louis
World Trade Fair of 1904, a group of tea producers
organized a special tea pavilion and offered cups of
hot tea to all attendees. The unusually hot summer
temperatures prompted the man supervising the
deserted booth to pour tea into glasses packed
with ice cubes. Customers lined up to try the new
invention - iced tea. Today, the U.S. guzzles almost
50-billion glasses of iced tea in a single year, which
accounts for more than 80% of all tea consumed
stateside.
Tea bags were also developed in the United
States, albeit by accident. In 1908, a New York tea
merchant sent samples of his product sealed in silk
bags to restaurants and cafes throughout the city.
After some time, he discovered that the restaurants
were brewing his tea directly in the silk bags to save
time. This method of brewing immediately caught
on.

Tea in Modern America
Even though tea is the most popular drink in the
world (besides water), it has only recently been on
the rise in the United States. Today, thousands of
Americans are adding tea into their healthy diets or
substituting tea for coffee and soft drinks.

CÍ}¸®
÷uÝ®!
Aøh¨¦PÒ HØ£hõ©À ukUP¨£mk, Cu¯ ÷|õ#
HØ£kÁuØPõÚ Áõ#¨¦PÐ® SøÓUP¨£kQÓx.
vÚ•® Põø»°À öÁÖ® Á°ØÔÀ C¢u C¯ØøP
£õÚzøu Si¨£uõÀ, ]Ö}µP[PÎÀ EÒÍ hõUêßPÒ
©ØÖ®
PÈÄ¨
ö£õ¸mPÒ
öÁÎ÷¯ØÓ¨£mk,
]Ö}µP[PÒ B÷µõUQ¯©õPÄ®, _zu©õPÄ® C¸US®.
CÍ}º ©ØÖ® ÷uß ÷Œº¢u P»øÁ°À EÒÍ
HµõÍ©õÚ
øÁmhªßPÐ®,
PÛ©a\zxPÐ®,
Eh¼ÝÒ EÒÍ öŒÀPÐUS Fmh©Îzx, Eh¼ß
÷|õ#
Gvº¨¦
©sh»zøu
Á¼ø©¯õPÄ®,
B÷µõUQ¯©õPÄ® øÁzxUöPõÒÍ EuÄQÓx.

I don't know what your destiny will be, but one thing I know:
The only ones among you who will be truly happy are those who have sought and found how to serve.

What the
Media
says?

Dinamani
(16-10-2020)

Dinamalar
(16-10-202
0)

anthi
Dinath
2020)
(17-10-

The Kovai Mail
(18-10-2020)
The time is always right to do what is right.

Dinamalar
(21-10-2020)
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Malaimalar
(16-10-2020)
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I N S I G H T
Shri Rajesh Sodhi, IRS., Principal Commissioner on 20th
October 2020 at his office and discussed about the status of
the engineering industries in this region.

Our Activities
during October 2020

Meeting with Commissioner, CMC
Sri K V Karthik, President, Sri Mithun Ramdas, Vice
President met Shri Kumaravel Pandian, IAS., Commissioner,
Coimbatore Municipal Corporation on 23rd October 2020
at his office.

SOP of COVID 19
Sri Mithun Ramdas, Vice President attended a meeting
organized by the District Collector on 7th October 2020 at
Collectorate, to discuss about the effective implementation
SOPs for COVID 19 in industries.
Webinar on Electric Motor Design Solution for Pumps
SIEMA organized a Webinar on “Electric Motor Design
Solution for Pumps” by Sri Rajath Kashyap and Sri
Sandeep Sabu, Senior Application Engineers, Aetos Design
and Engineering P Ltd., on 7th October 2020.
Rotating Machinery Sectional committee ETD 15
Sri K V Karthik, Vice President, Dr. C Murugesan,
Chairman Technical Committee, Dr. R. Subramanian, coordinator, Technical Committee and Technical Committee
Members Sri P Ramesh and Sri J Vijayaraj attended the 29th
meeting of Rotating Machinery Sectional Committee ETD
15 on 15th October 2020 through webinar.
67th Annual General Meeting
The 67th Annual General Meeting was held on 15th
October 2020 at our Association. Sri K V Karthik, elected
as President and Sri D Vignesh, Sri Mithun Ramdas and
Sri Ma. Sendilkumar elected as Vice Presidents for the year
2020-21.

October 2020

Session on Operational Efficiency for increasing
Profits
Sri K V Karthik, President and Sri Ma. Sendil Kumar, Vice
President attended the online Session on “Operational
Efficiency for Increasing Profits” by Sri Srinvasa Rao, Chief
Coach, Indian Manufacturing Academy, on 26th October
2020.
Online Training of Single Window Portal and Bizbuddy
SIEMA Jointly with Guidance Tamilnadu, (Nodal Agency
for investment Promotion and Single Window Facilitation)
Industries Department, Government of Tamil Nadu
organizing a “Online Training of Single Window Portal
and Bizbuddy” on 27th October 2020 through Zoom.
CODISSIA Defence Innovation and Atal Incubation
Centre
Office bearers attended the Inauguration of Virtual event of
CODISSIA Defence Innovation and Atal Incubation Centre,
Defence Innovation Hub of Southern Defence Corridor on
28th October 2020.

Meeting with Shri S P Velumani
Sri K V Karthik, President met Shri S P Velumani, Hon’ble
Minister for Local Administration, Government of Tamil
Nadu on 18th October 2020 as a courtesy call.

BIS - Vigilance Awareness Week 2020
Sri K V Karthik, President, Dr. C. Murugesan, Chairman,
Technical Committee, and Members of Technical Committee
Meeting attended the Talk on “Anti Bribery Management
System and other related Standards and Ethics in working
with outside stakeholders” through Video-conferencing
organized by Vigilance Department, Bureau of Indian
Standards, New Delhi on 28th October 2020 as a part of
Vigilance awareness week 2020.

Meeting with District Collector
Sri K V Karthik, President met Shri K Rajamani, District
Collector on 18th October 2020 as a courtesy call.

Committee Meeting of COINDIA
Office bearers attended the Committee Meeting of
COINDIA on 28th October 2020 at our Association.

Meeting with Ex Governor of Meghalaya
Shri Shanmuganathan Ex Governor of Meghalaya,
honoured Sri K V Karthik, on his election as President of
SIEMA on 19th October 2020.

Technical Committee Meeting
The Technical Committee met and discussed the following
subjects during the month:

First Managing Committee Meeting
The First Meeting of the Managing Committee was held on
15th October 2020 immediately after the 67th AGM.
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Ayhutha Pooja
Ayhutha Pooja was performed at our Association on 24th
October 2020 at our Association office bearers of SIEMA,
President COINDIA and Treasurer of TECA attended the
pooja.

Meeting with Commissioner, GST & Central Excise
Sri K V Karthik, President, Sri D Vignesh, Sri Mithun
Ramdas and Sri Ma. Sendilkumar Vice Presidents met
SIEMA Magazine

w		Outcome

of the 29th Meeting of Rotating machinery
Sectional Committee
w		Review of Pump Standards of MED 20.

Let yourself be silently drawn by the stronger pull of what you really love.

